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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
_____________________________________________

IN RE:

AIMSTER COPYRIGHT
LITIGATION

MASTER FILE
No. 01 C 8933

_____________________________________________
This Document Relates To:
ZOMBA RECORDING

01 C 8940

ATLANTIC RECORDING

01 C 8941

JERRY LEIBER

01 C 8942

Judge:
Marvin E. Aspen,
Chief Judge

_____________________________________________

First Report of Compliance With
The Preliminary Injunction Entered in Case No. 01 C 8933
Dated November 12, 2002
This First Report of Compliance is submitted on behalf of John A. Deep, a named defendant in the
within copyright litigation, and Defendants AbovePeer, Inc. and BuddyUSA, Inc. Deep hereby
submits this Report of Compliance identifying the steps taken to comply with this Court’s Order
entered on October 30, 2002, and effective November 4, 2002 upon the posting of Plaintiff’s bond.

I. INTRODUCTION:
The Differences between Napster and Aimster
On both Napster and Aimster users may perform searches using key words. There the similarity
ends. The following identification of steps taken to comply with this Court’s Order also
illustrates important differences between Napster and Aimster.
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The Aimster user directory may not refer to data that can be downloaded – in the Napster
service all of the MP3 file names [the user] stores in [a user directory] automatically become
available to other online Napster users. This is not true in Aimster. Aimster users may make
directories available only for browsing or searching. Browse-only or search-only directories do
not refer to any data available for download.

Browse-only or search-only directories are a common and useful feature of many linguistic
devices, from books to computer operating systems. Readers are often given permission only to
browse or search a Table of Contents. While the Table refers to content, the content itself is
protected from viewing or copying. In a messaging service like Aimster, messaging users who
are attempting to meet each other and to find new buddies value the ability to browse and search
directories. In this way, users can meet simply by sharing a directory, but without sharing copies
of the content in the directories.

The Aimster data may not be in mp3 data format – In Napster:
… before the [Napster] client software uploads MP3 file names to [Napster’s] master
servers, it "validates" the files stored in the user library directories. The client software
reads those files to ensure they are indeed MP3 files, checking to see whether they
contain the proper syntax specification and content. If the files are not properly
formatted, their file names will not be not uploaded to the Napster servers.
In Aimster, even if the data appears to be an mp3 data format because it ends in .mp3, there is no
verification done prior to indexing. As a result, files ending in .mp3 can be another file type
altogether. For example, a file that appears to be mp3 data could in fact be a URL, which if
opened would not play a song but only launch a web browser to a web destination described by
the URL. Users may create filenames that are long or deceptive in an effort to attract attention.
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For example:
[start of long filename]My Music\Jazz of the twenties\poppa collection\spears.mp3
come visit my website at www.poppa.com my poppa was a better musician than Britney
Spears and his 20s jazz is free at www.poppa-jazz.com.url.mp3 [end of long filename]
The mp3 data in Aimster may not contain music at all – In Napster, MP3 was a popular,
standard format used to store compressed audio files. In Aimster, even if a file is mp3 data, and
not some other data type, still it need not be music at all. Users may make versatile use of the
MP3 data format as a way to record their own voice commentaries, and then embed any file type
inside the MP3 of their voice commentary, such as Word documents, PDF files, or software
executables. There are evident advantages to embedding other file types inside an MP3:

1. The embedded file can be sent with a voice commentary
2. The embedded file can be made confidential, because a password can be required to
extract the embedded file.
3. MP3 data is virus-safe as a mail attachment. Opening an MP3 will open a music player,
but will not launch a harmful virus executable.

The MP3 data in Aimster may not be Copyrighted– In Napster, The evidence shows that
virtually all Napster users download or upload copyrighted files and that the vast majority of the
music available on Napster is copyrighted. In Aimster, although the court did not allow
evidence, it is reasonable that copyrighted music would make up a smaller percentage than in
Napster:

First, files in Aimster can be of any type, not only music, and can be meaningful as an expression
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of interest or commentary - users can share browse-only or search-only directories, and can give
titles to files that use certain keywords in an effort to meet others who share an interest in the
same keywords or commentary. Second, even data named with the term Spears could merely be
a review that contains Spears in the name, as the example shows. Further, the keyword Spears
may also be a reference to the voice commentary the user has embedded in the MP3, in which
the user comments on and reviews an artist named Spears, or as in the example, compares the
artist to Spears.

Aimster data cannot be transferred without personal scrambler devices and passwords.

On Napster, “The content of the actual MP3 file is transferred over the Internet between users.”
On Aimster, the actual MP3 is never transferred. Instead, all data must be scrambled before
transferring, using a “black box” or personal scrambler device and a password the user may
choose.

Users may choose, install and configure personal “black box” scrambler devices for encryption
and decryption, and may use passwords for each device. In this way, Aimster can be configured
to make a dynamic network as large or as small as the user desires - to “Share Only with
Buddies” if desired. However, users’ passwords are never stored or transmitted beyond the
users’ own computer.

1. The Network Scrambler encrypts and decrypts all network traffic. Aimster users
may create their own encypted networks, by scrambling and descrambling all network
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traffic with a network scrambler, or “black box.” In this way, Aimster users may create
private self-enclosed networks. Within each private self-enclosed network, three
additional “black box” scrambling devices can be used: the Media Scrambler, the
Message Scrambler and the User Name Scrambler.

2. The Message Scrambler must be used to encrypt and decrypt all messages,
including directory indexes, searches and search results – Aimster messages, searches
and search results are also sent in a scrambled form using a password, and then must be
descrambled by the recipient, using the same password. For example, the word “Spears”
might be scrambled to be “f98dwo” when sent, and thus need to be descrambled when it
is received. Scrambling messages as they travel over the Internet and between users
protects confidentiality of messages.

3. The Media Scrambler must be used to encrypt all media before transfer, and to
decrypt it before permitting a copy – Before an Aimster user can send or transfer
media of any type using Aimster software, the sending user must first encrypt the media
with the scrambler device. Similarly, before another Aimster user can receive media of
any type using Aimster software, the recipient user must first decrypt the media with a
descrambler device, or else no copy of the original media is ever made.

4. The User Name scrambler must be used to encrypt and decrypt User names – On
Napster, “users would not be able to access the uploaded file names and corresponding
routing data without signing on to the Napster system.” On Aimster, even if users do not
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wish to sign on at all, the software continues to operate. However, if users do wish to sign
on, Aimster user names are then sent to the authentication server in a scrambled form,
using a password known only to the user, similar to a PIN number, and descrambled by
the client software whenever displayed. The descrambled user name is never stored on
the authentication server, nor is the secret password used to scramble it. The European
Union has created a directive to govern privacy of online identity, and already charged
Microsoft’s Messenger service with violating that privacy directive.

Illustration 1: Aimster “Black Box” Scrambler Devices

User’s PC
1. Network Scrambler
4. User Name
Scrambler
4

1

2

2. Media
Scrambler

3
3. Message
Scrambler

In sum, Napster “maintains and supervises an integrated system that users must access to upload
or download files.” Aimster is very different. Aimster software is neither supervised nor
integrated; users make their own networks, simply by configuring their personal scrambling
devices with passwords – and they use four basic scrambling devices for network, messages,
media and user names.
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In a short range of examples:
•

If each user chooses a unique password for each device, then no network is made beyond
each user’s own devices.

•

If two or more users configure any of their devices with the same password, then a
network is dynamically made that consists of only those users, and only for the
configured devices.

•

Users need not access an authentication server to upload or download files, but may
access authentication if they wish.

Napster broadcasts media - Aimster scrambles media

As media distribution software, the difference between Napster and Aimster is like the difference
between broadcasting and scrambling. On Napster, content is transmitted to any receiver
unscrambled, in peer-to-peer fashion “not through the Napster servers.” On Aimster all media
must first be scrambled before it can be transmitted peer-to-peer, and can only be sent to a
receiver if the receiver has a compatible descrambler.

The Commercial Potential of Media Scrambling, and the Need for Authentication

Cable television depends on technology for scrambling and descrambling licensed media to
implement commercial distribution and pay-per-use. In the same way, software for scrambling
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and descrambling could help to implement commercial distribution of licensed media and payper-use over cost efficient peer-to-peer services, especially if licenses for media could be
obtained from copyright holders.

However, before commercial distribution can be realized a legitimate method for authenticating
users for payment may be needed. The method of authentication may be both private and
optional, as it is in Aimster, but authentication itself may still have commercial value. Although
the court found in Napster that control of access by authentication gave Napster liability for
contributory infringement, authentication itself is not a harm.

Deep attempted to solve both problems – to obtain licenses for copyrighted media and to provide
a legitimate method for authentication – by seeking licenses from all the Plaintiffs themselves,
and ultimately by licensing exclusive rights to the Aimster software to TransWorld
Entertainment, a large retailer and strategic partner of all the Plaintiffs.

The TransWorld Entertainment Licensing Agreement
Attached is the TransWorld Entertainment Licensing Agreement, which Plaintiffs have
previously submitted as an exhibit to their Memorandum in Support of Proposed Injunction
Order. As Plaintiffs state, the TransWorld Entertainment Licensing Agreement was submitted by
Deep in support of a motion claiming Deep has developed a “Digital Download” technology.
The “Digital Download Technology” is described in more detail the TransWorld Entertainment
Licensing Agreement, and the Purchaser in that agreement is Transworld Entertainment. Some
important provisions are:
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•

Scope: Aimster will develop a customized version of the software, and the Content is
defined as “music, movies and videogames.”

•

Absolute Right to Permit File-Sharing: File-sharing “shall not be deemed to violate the
Purchaser’s exclusive rights.”

•

Right to Use and Exclusivity: TransWorld will have the exclusive right both to sell
Content and to “exclusive hosting.”

This License agreement, and especially the Right to Use and Exclusivity, suggests that an
authentication server would be necessary to implement this commercial application. However,
the authentication server is designed for copyright protection of licensed content, and does not
encourage or facilitate copyright infringement in any way.

Thus, the resulting Aimster software is an effective device designed for copyright protection of
licensed content. To circumvent this effective copyright protection device - either by shutting
down the authentication server, or by circumventing the personal scrambling devices of users may be a violation of the DMCA.
§ 1201. Circumvention of copyright protection systems
(a) Violations regarding circumvention of technological measures.
(1) (A) No person shall circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls
access to a work protected under this title.
Indeed, even to disclose publicly in this compliance report, and thus to traffic in, various
circumvention techniques – such as methods for circumventing the Aimster scrambling devices may also be a violation of the DMCA.
(b) Additional violations.
(1) No person shall manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide, or otherwise

§ 1201.
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traffic in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof, that-(A) is primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing protection
afforded by a technological measure that effectively protects a right of a copyright owner
under this title in a work or a portion thereof
Conclusion
This court has asked for a practical solution to prevent copyright infringement. Aimster is very
different from Napster, because Deep has installed practical and effective devices to prevent
copyright infringement. If any copyright infringement continues in spite of Deep’s effective
encryption devices, neither Deep nor the Plaintiffs have any evidence or reasonable knowledge of it,
and Deep can have no liability for contributory or vicarious infringement, if any, of Copyrighted
Works. Deep contends it is impractical to comply further with this injunction. Finally, Deep asserts
that circumvention of Aimster’s effective copyright protection devices, or even trafficking in
methods for circumvention, may violate the DMCA.
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VERIFICATION
I, John Deep, hereby declare:
I am a defendant in this action, and am authorized to make this Verification. I am in charge of
implementing and overseeing compliance with this Court’s Preliminary Injunctions to the extent
practical. I have read the foregoing FIRST REPORT OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE
PRELIMINARY INJUCTION ENTERED IN CASE NO. 01 C 8933 and know the contents
thereof. I know or am informed and believe that the factual matters stated therein are true and on
that ground certify and declare under penalty of perjury that the same are true and correct.
Executed on this 12th day of November, 2002.

__________________________________________
John Deep
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF ALBANY

)
) ss.:
)

John Deep, being duly sworn, deposes and says: that I am over the age of 18 years;
that on the 12 day of November, 2002, I served the documents entitled First Report of
Compliance with Injunction Order Issued in Case No. 01 C 8933 in the above-entitled
matter upon all parties on the attached service list via facsimile and on the following
individuals via facsimile and first-class mail:
Floyd A. Mandell, Esq.
Lee J. Eulgen, Esq.
Bradley S. Rochlen, Esq.
Katten Muchin Zavis
525 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60661-3693

______________________________
Signature of Sender
1151001\Chicago Action\Affidavit of Service.15.doc
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET
DATE:

November 12, 2002

FROM:

TO:
ATTN:

KATTEN MUCHIN ZAVIS
LEE J. EULGEN, ESQ.
FLOYD A. MANDELL, ESQ.
BRADLEY S. ROCHLEN, ESQ.
(312) 902-1061

TO:
ATTN:

WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY LLP
DAVID E. KENDALL, ESQ.
THOMAS G. HENTOFF, ESQ.
(202) 434-5029

TO:
ATTN:

TO:
ATTN:

FAX:

NEAL & HARWELL
AUBREY B. HARWELL, ESQ.
MARC T. MCNAMEE, ESQ.
(615) 726-0573

FAX:

MITCHELL SILBERBERG & KNUPP
RUSSELL J. FRACKMAN
KARIN PAGNANELLI, ESQ.
(310) 312-3100

TO:
ATTN:
FAX

PROSKAUER ROSE LLP
LEON P. GOLD, ESQ.
(212) 969-2900

TO:
ATTN:
FAX:

ROEMER WALLENS MINEAUX
MATTHEW J. KELLEY, ESQ.
(518) 464-1010

TO:
FAX:

KAREN L. STETSON
(305) 604-0598

TO:

RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICA, INC.
MATTHEW OPPENHEIM, ESQ.
STANLEY PIERRE-LOUIS, ESQ.
(202) 775-7253

FAX:

TO:
ATTN:
FAX:

TO:
ATTN:

FAX:

FAX:

ATTN:
FAX:

PAUL, WEISS, RIFKIND, WHARTON & GARRISON
CAREY RAMOS, ESQ.
AIDAN SYNOTT, ESQ.
THEODORE K. CHENG, ESQ.
(212) 757-3990

CRAVATH, SWAINE & MOORE
KATHERINE B. FORREST, ESQ.
KAREN KING, ESQ.
(212) 474-3700
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